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Abstract. The Number Field Sieve (NFS) is the state-of-the art algo-
rithm for integer factoring, and sieving is a crucial step in the NFS. It is
a very time-consuming operation, whose goal is to collect many relations.
The ultimate goal is to generate random smooth integers mod N with
their prime decomposition, where smooth is defined on the rational and
algebraic sides according to two prime factor bases.

In modern factorization tool, such as Cado-NFS, sieving is split into dif-
ferent stages depending on the size of the primes, but defining good
parameters for all stages is based on heuristic and practical arguments.
At the beginning, candidates are sieved by small primes on both sides,
and if they pass the test, they continue to the next stages with bigger
primes, up to the final one where we factor the remaining part using the
ECM algorithm. On the one hand, first stages are fast but many false
relations pass them, and we spend a lot of time with useless relations. On
the other hand final stages are more time demanding but outputs less re-
lations. It is not easy to evaluate the performance of the best strategy on
the overall sieving step since it depends on the distribution of numbers
that results at each stage.

In this article, we try to examine different sieving strategies to speed up
this step since many improvements have been done on all other steps of
the NFS. Based on the relations collected during the RSA-250 factor-
ization and all parameters, we try to study different strategies to better
understand this step. Many strategies have been defined since the dis-
covery of NFS, and we provide here an experimental evaluation.

1 Introduction

The RSA cryptosystem was one of the first invented primitives of public-key
cryptography. It still plays a dominant role in the computer security ecosystem,
even though post-quantum alternatives are gaining traction. These primitives
are connected to hard number-theoretic questions such as integer factorization,



which thus underpin most of modern cryptography, now and also for the next
years.

The major cryptanalytic tool to assess the hardness of integer factoring, and
therefore the security of RSA-based cryptography, is the Number Field Sieve
algorithm (NFS). While the asymptotic complexity of this algorithm is well-
known, it is often difficult to estimate the time and resources that are needed to
factor an integer. As such, all regulatory bodies recommend that people either
avoid RSA entirely, or prefer large RSA key sizes for safety, e.g. at least 2048
bits until 2030, and at least 3072 bits after this date. In environments where
computing power is plentiful, this recommendation is most often followed. Yet,
we do rely on cryptography that uses smaller key sizes. The first authors credit
card has a 1152-bit RSA public key which is valid until 2026. In some countries,
the complete certification chain credit cards hinges on the security of 1408-bit
RSA. This is well below recommended key sizes, but also well above the latest
published academic records (829 bits [6]).

The regular publication of computational records [14,6] enables the crypto-
graphic community and the greater public to gain a better understanding of
the actual security level offered by the RSA cryptosystem. For this purpose,
high-quality implementations of the NFS algorithm are required. The most re-
cent records, the factorization of a 250-digit RSA challenge key, was done using
Cado-NFS. It is an open-source software, whose source code is publicly available.

The most time-consuming step of a large factorization using the NFS is the
collection of many relations: in the recent RSA-250 records, it required 2450
core-years, which is 90% of the total computation time. A “relation” in the NFS
is a pair of small integers (a, b) such that two homogeneous polynomials F0(a, b)
and F1(a, b) are sufficiently smooth. F0(a, b) is often called the “rational norm”
and F1(a, b) is the “algebraic norm”.

Collecting relations can be done using many algorithms; among these, sieving
is one of the most efficient. Cado-NFS uses a highly optimized sieve. It follows that
improving sieving algorithms would have a practical impact on the performance
of integer factoring algorithms, and in turn on the security of RSA.

The “batch smooth part” algorithm of Bernstein [4] has also been used with
practical success in the recent records [6]. It has been used in combination with
sieving: sieving happened on the algebraic side, while Bernstein’s algorithm was
used on the surviving (a, b) pairs on the rational side.

In this paper, we explore the idea of combining sieving and batch smooth
part extraction on the same side. Our guiding principle is that sieving small
primes is costly because they “hit” more often than large ones. We explore the
possibility of not sieving primes less than, say about 100000, and instead recover
the missing small factors using Bernstein’s algorithm.

Our contribution is two-fold. First, we describe statistical properties of the
relations collected during the factorization of RSA-250. While it was widely
assumed that a prime factor p occurs in a “random” relation with probability
1/p, we observe (and justify theoretically) that p occur with probability 1/pα

for some α < 1 that we characterize. We also propose an empirical model of
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the number of relations found per special-q, which enables us to reason about
alternative relation collection strategies; in particular, we are able to assess the
actual effective of a relation collection algorithm that finds less relations but
faster. These might need to sieve more special-q, with diminishing returns.

Second, we implemented the combination of sieving and batch smooth part
extraction described above inside Cado-NFS, thanks to its open-source nature.
Exploiting the availability of the relations collected during the record factor-
ization of RSA-250, we carefully selected parameters to obtain an alternative
relation collection procedure that finds 90% of all relations found by the “origi-
nal” Cado-NFS implementation, using only 80% of the time. Combined with the
previous reasoning about, we expect that this procedure will have to process
16% more special-q to collect as many relations as Cado-NFS did during the fac-
torization of RSA-250. As such, we expect our implementation to yield a ≈ 5%
speedup over the whole factorization of a 250-digit integer.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we describe Bernstein’s batch
smooth part algorithm. In section 3, we give some background on the NFS and
some implementation aspects of Cado-NFS that enable us to control the size
of the integers F1(a, b) (the “algebraic norms”) that are sieved. In section 4
we describe the relation collection algorithm of Cado-NFS in more details. In
section 5, we present a statistical analysis of the relations collected during the
factorization of RSA-250. In section 6, we discuss the combination of sieving and
batch smoothness detection on the same side, and we present practical results
in section 7.

All experiments described in this paper were conducted on a cluster of iden-
tical nodes equipped with two Intel Xeon Gold 6130 CPUs.

2 Bernstein’s Batch Smooth Part Algorithm

Given a set of integers N = {n1, . . . , nk} and a set of prime numbers P , Bern-
stein’s batch smooth part algorithm [4] finds simultaneously for each integer
in N the product of its prime factors that are in P . When P contains all the
primes up to a given bound, this extracts the smooth part of these integers. Its

time complexity is O
(
b log2+o(1) b

)
, b being the total number of bits in N and

P .
This algorithm uses product and remainder trees (see [9] for more details).

The product tree is a binary tree used to compute the product of many integers.
Its leaves are labelled with the input integers while each internal node is labelled
with the product of the labels of its children. The computation thus proceeds
from the bottom up. The root is therefore labelled with the product of all the
leaves. This structure enables the faster computation of x1x2 . . . xn as often
multiplies integers of similar sizes.

The remainder tree is a tree built upon a product tree to compute z mod ni

efficiently, for a given z and a large set of ni’s. First compute the product tree of
the ni’s. Then the computation proceeds from the top down as shown in Fig. 1.
The root initially receives z; when an internal node receives a value x, it reduces
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z mod n0n1n2n3

z mod n0n1

z mod n0 z mod n1

z mod n2n3

z mod n2 z mod n3

Fig. 1. Remainder tree as used in Cado-NFS

it modulo its label and sends the result to its children. The leaf labelled by ni

then outputs z mod ni.
Bernstein later proposed “scaled remainder trees” [5] that trade divisions for

multiplications, thus saving a constant factor. This variant is implemented and
used in Cado-NFS. In our experiments, the scaled version is always faster than
the simple version, when both are implemented using the GMP.

The batch smooth part algorithm works as follows, for a set of integers N =
{n1, . . . , nk} and a set of prime numbers P = {p1, . . . , pℓ}:

1. Using a product tree, compute z ← p1 × · · · × pℓ
2. Using a remainder tree, compute ri ← z mod ni (for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k)
3. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, do:

(a) Set si ← 1
(b) Set g ← gcd(ri, ni)
(c) If g = 1, then si is the smooth part of ni

(d) Otherwise, set si ← si × g and ni ← ni/g, then return to step 3b

The computation of the smooth part of a huge number of integers N can
be done by invoking the algorithm multiple times with small chunks of N . Be-
cause the first operation in the remainder tree algorithm is the computation of z
mod

∏k
i=1 ni, it would be a waste of resources to have z much smaller than the

product of the ni’s. It is more efficient to split N in batches of about 0.5 log2 z
bits, and to process them separately, keeping only z across all iterations.

Some performance measurements (using the implementation in Cado-NFS)
are shown in Fig. 1.

3 The Number Field Sieve

The Number Field Sieve (NFS) is the state-of-the-art algorithm for integer fac-
toring and discrete logarithm modulo p. Completely describing the NFS is out
of the scope of this article; the interested reader can consult the books [16,8,13]
or the recent computational record [6].

The full algorithm consists of several steps executed in sequence: polynomial
selection, sieving, filtering, linear algebra and square root. Each of this step can
be performed by a variety of sub-algorithms. Because we are mostly concerned
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Fig. 2. Performance of batch smooth paty algorithm of [4]. The implementation is
taken from Cado-NFS. This shows the time needed to process n/2 bits with a prime
product of n bits

with sieving strategies, we only very briefly describe the global mathematical
setup and we will not discuss other steps beyond the strict necessary. We also
focus on the case of integer factoring.

3.1 Mathematical Background

We briefly present some mathematical background below; for more details about
number fields, the reader may refer to [17].

Let f = fdx
d + · · ·+ f1x+ f0 denote a polynomial with integer coefficients,

degree d, irreducible over Q, and let f(α) = 0 be a complex root of f . We denote
by F (x, y) = f(x/y)yd the “homogenized version” of f . We work inside the
number field K := Q(α) defined by f . Any element A ∈ Q(α) can be represented
as A = P (α) for some polynomial P with rational coefficients.

A complex number is an algebraic integer if it is the root of a monic poly-
nomial (leading coefficient 1) with integer coefficients. The set R of all alge-
braic integers contained in K forms the ring of integers of K (equivalently,
the maximal order of K). In general, α is not an algebraic integer (unless f is
monic, i.e. fd = 1). However, α̂ = fd · α is always an algebraic integer because

f̂(x) = F (x, fd)/fd = xd + fd−1x
d−1 + fd−2fdx

d−2 + . . . + f0f
d−1
d is a monic

polynomial with integer coefficients and f̂(α̂) = fd
d−1f(α) = 0.

The ring of integers R is often strictly larger than Z[α̂]. In addition, it is
well-known that R is usually not a unique factorization domain (elements do not
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always have a unique factorization as a product of other irreducible elements).
However R is a Dedekind domain: any ideal of R factors uniquely as a product
of prime ideals of R. This property is not necessarily true in Z[α̂], but we have
a good enough substitute (see [8, Proposition 5.4] for details).

The norm of u ∈ K, denoted by N(u), is the product of all its conjugates
in Q. Concretely, if u = P (α), then N(u) = (1/fd)

degPRes(f, P ) — because the
resultant is the product of the evaluations of P at all the complex roots of f . In
general, N(u) ∈ Q and when u is an algebraic integer, then N(u) is an integer.
In the special case where u = a+αb with a, b ∈ Z, then N(fdu) = fd

−1 ·F (a, b).

For a non-zero ideal I of Z[α̂], denote by ∥I∥ the “norm” of I, namely the
cardinality of the quotient ring |Z[α̂]/I| (it is always finite). For any two ideals
I and J of Z[α̂], we have ∥IJ∥ = ∥I∥ × ∥J∥; it follows that I is a prime ideal of
Z[α̂] whenever ∥I∥ is a prime integer. For a principal ideal spanned by u ∈ Z[α̂],
we have ∥⟨u⟩∥ = |N(u)|. It follows that if u ∈ Z[α̂] and the principal ideal
spanned by u is factored as a product of ideals: ⟨u⟩ = I1 . . . Ik, then we have a
factorization of N(u) over Z: N(u) = ∥I1∥ × · · · × ∥Ik∥. In this case, finding the
factorization of ⟨u⟩ can be done by factoring the integer N(u); from its prime
factors, the (prime) ideals that appear in the factorization of ⟨u⟩ over Z[α̂] can
usually be found relatively easily.

If I is a prime ideal of Z[α̂] (recall that I ̸= Z[α̂] is prime iff rs ∈ I implies
that r ∈ I or s ∈ I for any r, s ∈ Z[α̂] — in particular, a product of ideals is
not prime), then I ∩ Z is also a prime ideal of Z. As such, I contains a unique
prime number p (I “lies over” p). When I is prime, the quotient Z[α̂]/I is a
(finite) integral domain, hence a finite field, and therefore ∥I∥ = pk for some k
(the inertial degree of I).

Suppose that p does not divide fd. Under this assumption, we describe the
prime ideals contained in Z[α̂] of inertial degree one that lie over p. These ideals
are of the form ⟨p, α̂ − r⟩ where f(r) ≡ 0 mod p. Here is why: suppose that I

is such an ideal; then because Z[α̂]/I ≃ Zp and α̂ is a root of f̂ , the canonical

ring homomorphism Z[α̂]→ Z[α̂]/I sends α̂ to a root r of f̂ modulo p (it follows

that there are prime ideals that lie over p only when f̂ has roots modulo p,
and therefore when f does). Hence, a prime ideal gives rise to a pair (p, r) with
f(r) ≡ 0 mod p. Conversely, consider such a pair (p, r) and consider the ring
homomorphism Z[α̂]→ Zp that sends α̂ to r (and p to 0). Its kernel is an ideal
of Z[α̂] of norm p, therefore it is a prime ideal of inertial degree one. These prime
ideals can be fully described by a pair of integers (p, r).

In the context of NFS, we are interested in the factorization of ideals J ×
⟨a−bα⟩ when a, b ∈ Z are coprime. It turns our that only prime ideals of inertial
degree 1 can appear in the factorization (see [8] for a proof). When f is monic,
testing if ⟨p, α−r⟩ divides ⟨a−bα⟩ amounts to testing if the latter is contained in
the former, and this comes down to checking if a−bα can be written as an integer
linear combination of p and α− r. In turn, this is equivalent to a ≡ br mod p.

The theory of the NFS is often presented in the simpler situation where
f is monic. In practice this is not the case: there is a performance incentive
to choose a non-monic polynomial f (this gives more freedom in the choice of
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f and enables the use of polynomials with smaller coefficients, and this is an
advantage). The main mathematical hurdle is that α is not an algebraic integer
in that case. The principal ideals ⟨a−bα⟩ are therefore fractional ideals, i.e. they
can be written as u−1I where u is an algebraic integer and I is an ideal of R.
Indeed, ⟨a− bα⟩ = fd

−1I with I = ⟨fda− b(fdα)⟩, and this is a (usual) ideal of
R. More precisely, I is an ideal of Z[α̂].

Montgomery introduced a clever way of dealing with the fact that α is not
an algebraic integer [18]. Let J = {x ∈ R : xα ∈ R}. It is easy to check that
J is an ideal of R. Because fdα ∈ R, then fd ∈ J ; in addition, a complete set of
generators of J is always available. In fact, J⟨1, α⟩ = R and ∥J∥ = fd. The point
is that J⟨a− bα⟩ is an ideal of R; Its norm is precisely Res(a− bx, f) = F (a, b).
In addition, J × ⟨p, r − α⟩ is a prime ideal of norm exactly p.

Up to minor details, we can multiply all ideals by J when f is not monic and
work in Z[α̂] instead of Z[α]. In both cases, the norm of ⟨a− bα⟩ (or J ×⟨a− bα⟩
when f is not monic) is exactly Res(a − bx, f), and the norm of ⟨p, α − r⟩ (or
J × ⟨p, α− r⟩) is exactly p.

3.2 Overview of the Algorithm

In order to factor an integer N , the first thing to do is to find two irreducible
polynomials f0 and f1 in Z[x] with a common root m modulo N . These two
polynomials define two algebraic number fields Q(αi), with fi(αi) = 0. This
leads to the commutative diagram shown in Fig. 3.

Z[x]

Z[α0] Z[α1]

ZN

x 7→ α0 x 7→ α1

α0 7→ m α1 7→ m

Fig. 3. The mathematical setup of NFS.

Finding two polynomials with a common root modulo a composite N of
unknown factorization is difficult in general, and therefore f0 is usually only
of degree one. It follows that Z[α0] is in fact a subring of Q. This leads to a
commonly used terminology that distinguishes the “rational side” (f0) and the
“algebraic side” (f1).

The main idea, and the most time-consuming operation in the NFS, consists
in finding relations. A relation is a pair (a, b) of coprime and preferably small
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integers, such that the two principal ideals ⟨a−bαi⟩ ∈ Z[αi] completely factor as
a product of prime ideals of small norm contained in some predetermined finite
sets F0 and F1. (this presentation implicitly assumes that f1 is monic; see the
discussion above for the complications when it is not the case).

The intuitive idea is then to multiply a subset of these relations to obtain a
square in Z on the rational side and a square in Z[α1] on the algebraic side. Then,
walking down the commutative diagram, we “transfer” these to ZN in order to
obtain a congruence of squares modulo N — this reveals the factorization of N
with probability 1/2.

For a pair (a, b) to yield an actual relation, the above conditions mean that
a−mb factors over primes less than a given bound (on the rational side) and that
the principal ideal ⟨a−α1b⟩ factors prime ideals (necessarily of inertial degree 1)
of norm less than a given bound (on the algebraic side). As explained above,
these ideals are described by pairs (p, r) where f1(r) ≡ 0 mod p. Concretely, this
means that the integer F1(a, b) has to split into a set of precomputed primes
integers less than the chosen bound — this holds true even when f is not monic.

In the next subsections, we give enough background to control the size of the
integers F1(a, b) that are sieved for smoothness. These integers are often called
the “norms”.

3.3 Polynomial Selection

For the factorization of RSA-250, the following polynomials were chosen:

f0 = 185112968818638292881913X − 3256571715934047438664355774734330386901

f1 = 86130508464000X6 − 81583513076429048837733781438376984122961112000

− 66689953322631501408X5 − 1721614429538740120011760034829385792019395X

− 52733221034966333966198X4 − 3113627253613202265126907420550648326X2

+ 46262124564021437136744523465879X3

It can be observed that the coefficients of f1 approximately form a geometric
progression of reason s = 354109.861; s is the skewness of the polynomial. If
f =

∑d
i=0 fiX

i, write ∥f∥1 =
∑
|fi| the ℓ1-norm of f (also for multivariate

polynomials) and write:

F ′
1(X,Y ) =

1

fd
F1(X,Y/s)

≈ X6 − 2.19X5Y − 0.0049X4Y 2 + 12.1X3Y 3

− 2.3X2Y 4 − 3.59XY 5 − 0.48Y 6

It follows that if |a| ≤ x and |bs| ≤ x, then |F1(a, b)| = fd|F ′
1(a, bs)| ≤ fdx

6∥F ′
1∥1.

In the case of RSA-250, ∥F ′
1∥1 ≈ 21.66, so we get an upper-bound of |F1(a, b)| ≤

250.73x6.
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3.4 Relation Collection

The goal of the relation collection step is to collect a large number of (a, b) pairs
such that both “norms” F0(a, b) and F1(a, b) are sufficiently smooth. Several
strategies can be used (and combined) for this purpose, but current implemen-
tations of the NFS all rely on a form of sieving. The interested reader will find
an introduction and many details about sieving in general in [13].

From a high-level perspective, the process works as follows (for side i):

1. Initialize a large array S representing many (a, b) pairs.
2. For all ideals p in the factor base, mark all locations in S where p | ⟨a−bαi⟩.
3. Discard (as probably non-smooth) all pairs with cofactor larger than a

threshold T .
4. Finish factoring the remaining cofactors and check if they are B-smooth.

Concretely, the large array stores the (log of the) “norm” associated to the
ideal ⟨a− bαi⟩, which is the result of the evaluation of Fi(a, b). On the rational
side, the factor base is composed of all prime integers less than some bound.
On the algebraic side, the factor base is composed of all prime ideals (of inertial
degree 1) described by pairs (p, r) with p a prime integer less than some other
bound and f1(r) ≡ 0 mod p . The locations where p divides ⟨a− bαi⟩ are those
where a ≡ br mod p. Marking the ideal amounts to subtracting the log of p from
the log of F1(a, b). After all primes have been sieved, the large array contains
the log of the norms of the cofactors.

Implementing this procedure requires choosing the range of sieved primes and
the threshold T . A simple option consists in sieving all prime (and prime powers)
up to B, which makes the fourth step (“cofactorization”) trivial. In practice, it
is usually more efficient to sieve only a subset of those primes. Cado-NFS sieves
all primes up some bound (denoted as limi for side i), which is less than the
final smoothness bound 2lpbi (lpb stands for large prime bound), and uses the
elliptic curve method in the cofactorization step. Primes that are in [limi, 2

lpbi ]
are called “large primes”.

Implementing this strategy is a matter of trade-offs. If the threshold T is too
low, many potential relations will be discarded by the filter (false negatives).
If T is too high, many non-smooth numbers will proceed to the cofactorization
step (false positives) and increase its cost.

Sieving more primes makes this filter more “precise” (reduce both false rates),
but obviously makes sieving more expensive. Choosing these parameters is a non-
trivial balancing act.

It is possible to either sieve on both side to identify (a, b) pairs where both
norms are smooth (this requires choosing two sets of parameters), or to sieve on
one side and process the “surviving” (a, b) pairs using an other strategy for the
other side. In particular, because algebraic norms are larger than their rational
counterparts, the proportion of pairs where F1(a, b) is sufficiently smooth may
potentially be small. The number of surviving pairs after sieving on the algebraic
side may therefore be small enough that checking the smoothness of F0(a, b)
using the product tree algorithm (for the survivors only) gets faster than sieving
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again all (a, b) pairs on the rational side. Both strategies were used during the
factorization of RSA-250. In the sequel, we focus on sieving and assume that
sieving happens on both sides.

Lattice Sieving Cado-NFS uses the technique of lattice sieving or special-q siev-
ing [19]. The idea consists in picking a particular prime ideal q with description
(p, r) —it will be “special”— and restricting our attention to (a, b) pairs such
that q divides ⟨a− bα1⟩. We then know in advance that F1(a, b) is a multiple of
p, and this reduces the problem to testing if F1(a, b)/p is smooth. Because this
is a smaller number, it is a bit more likely.

Relation collection can then work by allocating a large array that holds A
pairs, filling it with (a, b) such that the special-q divides the principal ideal on
the algebraic side and detecting all actual relations in the array. The process
can then be repeated for all special-q ideals of norm inside a specific interval,
the “special-q” range. In the factorization of RSA-250, this was the interval [1G;
12G].

For each special-q described by (p, r), the set all of (a, b) pairs such that
a − br ≡ 0 mod p, or, in other terms, such that a − br = kp for k ∈ Z, forms a
Euclidean lattice. More precisely, we have:

(a, bs) = (b, k)

(
r s
p 0

)
where s is the skewness of f1. Let V = ps the module of the determinant of the
basis matrix; in this case, it is also the volume of the lattice. This shows that
the larger the special-q, the farthest apart are the corresponding (a, b) pairs.

Using Lagrange reduction, a reduced basis of this lattice can be computed in
quadratic time. This yields two integer vectors u = (a0, b0) and v = (a1, b1) such
that ∥u∥ ≤ ∥v∥ and ∥u∥ · ∥v∥ ≤

√
4/3V . A sieving area A is chosen depending

on the available amount of memory (A = 233 for RSA-250). A total of A pairs
(a, b) are sieved, with

(a, bs) = i · u+ j · v where |i| ≤ I

2
, 0 ≤ j ≤ J and IJ = A.

Choice of Sieve Regions The bounds I and J can be chosen so as to minimize
the maximum norm of F1 over the corresponding parallelogram. It follows from
the properties of Lagrange-reduction that ∥u∥2 ≤

√
4/3V , and therefore both

a0 and b0 are less than B := (4/3)1/4
√
V in absolute value. Next, write t =

B/max(|a1|, |b1|) so that

|a1| · t ≤ B and |b1| · t ≤ B.

t is a measure of how “thin” the sieved parallelogram is, because t = Θ
(√
|u∥/∥v∥

)
.

In general, the ratio ∥u∥/∥v∥ could be as low as 1/V , with u = (1, 0) and
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v = (0, V ). However, this is quite unlikely if the input basis is “sufficiently ran-
dom”. Let v⋆ = v − µu with µ = uv/∥u∥2; v⋆ is the orthogonal projection
of v onto the orthogonal of u. Define γ as ∥u∥/∥v⋆∥. It is shown in [20] that
Pr[γ ≤ x] tends to 3x/π for “random” inputs. Because ∥v⋆∥ ≤ ∥v|, it follows that
|u∥/∥v∥ ≤ γ. As a consequence, the probability to obtain a seriously unbalanced
basis is small.

In any case, very thin sieve regions are unfavorable for a variety of reasons,
and special-q’s are discarded if t is too small (say less than 1/100). It follows
that, concretely, t is lower-bounded by some constant.

Finally, observe that

|a| = |ia0 + ja1| ≤
I

2
a0 + Ja1 ≤ B

(
I

2
+ J/t

)
,

|bs| = |ib0 + jb1| ≤
I

2
b0 + Jb1 ≤ B

(
I

2
+ J/t

)
.

It remains to choose I and J such that I/2+J/t is minimal under the constraint
that IJ = A. It is not difficult to see that the optimal choice is I =

√
2A/t. In

that case we have that both |a| and |bs| are less than 2
√

Aps/(t
√
3). This choice

of I and J thus guarantees that |F1(a, b)| is less than fd2
6A3p3s3t−3

√
3
−3∥F ′

1∥1
over the sieved region.

Plugging in the numerical constants of the RSA-250 factorization yields an
upper-bound of about 2208p3, assuming t ≈ 1. Example of sieved zones are shown
in fig. 4.

Random (a, b) Pairs Processed by Cado-NFS For our purpose, we need
to observe statistical properties of the norms of “random” (a, b) pairs processed
during a factorization. Assuming that F1(a, b) behaves like a random number is
not reasonable, if only because F1(a, b) ≡ 0 mod 6 in RSA-250 for the chosen
polynomial.

However, it is possible to accumulate a realistic sample using the following
simple-minded procedure:

1. Pick a random special-q (in the full range used in the factorization)
2. Compute the sieve region as discussed above.
3. Pick a random (a, b) pair that would have been sieved with this special-q
4. Compute the “norms”, i.e. F0(a, b) and F1(a, b).

We accumulated a bit more than 100M samples using this procedure, mostly
to observe empirically the smoothness properties of the norms “under real-life
conditions”.

4 Relation Collection in Cado-NFS

In this section, we give a succinct description of the algorithm implemented in
Cado-NFS. Its goal is to find pairs (a, b) such that both F0(a, b) and F1(a, b) are

11
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Fig. 4. Sieved regions for q = 1G (red), q = 4G (green), q = 12G (blue). The level sets
of |F1(a, bs)| are shown in black. From outer to inner, they correspond to the following
sizes (in bits): 300, 294, 288, 282, 274 and 268.)
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sufficiently smooth. The smoothness bound on the rational side is 2lpb0 , and it
is 2lpb1 on the algebraic side (lpb stands for “large prime bound”). In RSA-250,
lpb0 = 36 and lpb1 = 37.

The global process follows the outline given in section 3.4 and uses special-
qsieving. Given a large collection of pairs (a, b), the sieve finds “small” prime
divisors of Fi(a, b) up to some bounds. In Cado-NFS, the smoothness bounds used
by the sieve are called lim0 (on the rational side) and lim1 (on the algebraic
side). In the factorization of RSA-250, their values are: lim0 = lim1 = 231.

Factoring with a sieve is akin to finding primes with the sieve of Eratosthenes.
It is a very efficient method and works best on large sets of numbers. However,
sieving requires the target set of integers to have a specific structure. In particu-
lar, given a polynomial S ∈ Z[X], it is easy to sieve S(0), S(1), S(2), . . . . Indeed,
if S(n) ≡ 0 mod p, then r ← n mod p is a root of S modulo p. It follows that
S(r + kp) is always a multiple of p. Finding all the S(i) that are divisible by p
requires repeating this procedure with all roots of S modulo p. This generalizes
without problem to multivariate polynomials.

Sieving can be seen as a form of sorting: for each prime p, “emit” pairs
(r + kp, p) [a pair (n, p) means that p divides n]; sort these pairs according to
their first coordinate [this collects together all (n, . . . ) pairs]; scan the list of
sorted pairs, and read in (n, . . . ) all the prime factors of consecutive integers n.
This idea is at the heart of “bucket sieving” [1].

Sieving is much faster than the batch smooth part algorithm of [4]. For
instance, in the factorization of RSA-250, on the rational side, the product of all
primes less than 231 has size 3.1Gbit. Figure 1 shows that processing a batch of
≈ 5M numbers of about 300 bits takes 271s. Therefore processing 233 of them
using the batch smooth part algorithm would require about 125 hours. On the
other hand, sieving completes the process in about 216s.

However, sieving only applies to structured sets of integers. The strength of
the batch smooth part algorithm is that it applies to any set of integers.

4.1 Surviving Pairs

In Cado-NFS, the step after sieving is called “cofactorization”. It attempts to
find “large” prime divisors above limi and below 2lpbi . As this part is sequential
and costly, only promising pairs are processed. There are called survivors. What
makes a pair a survivor is the size of the cofactor (the non-factored part) of
Fi(a, b) after the sieve has found all prime divisors less than limi. A pair (a, b)
“survives” if the size the cofactors on both sides are less than 2mfbi . As discussed
above, choosing limi and mfbi is a matter of compromises. The goal of the sieve is
to discard a huge proportion of (a, b) pairs without removing too many would-be
relations.

Sieving is thus done as follows :

1. Sieve norms on both algebraic and rational sides.
2. Keep only promising pairs (= survivors).
3. Find tiny factors with trial division on both sides.
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4. Filter survivors once more.
5. Send them to cofactoring.

Product tree factoring is preferred on the rational side for large special-qs.
Indeed, as opposed to sieving, product tree (batch) factoring doesn’t need its
inputs to follow any sequence and can thus be used directly on surviving pairs
in any order. This makes it possible to filter promising pairs right after sieving
on the algebraic side, effectively swapping sieving the entire rational side with
batch factoring a small subset of these pairs. A second filter is then applied after
batch factoring. Sieving is thus done as follows :

1. Sieve norms on the algebraic side.
2. Keep only promising pairs (= survivors).
3. Find tiny factors with trial division in survivors on the algebraic side.
4. Filter survivors once more.
5. Batch factor survivors on the rational side.
6. Filter survivors once more.
7. Send them to cofactoring.

4.2 Different Sieves

Inside Cado-NFS sieving, different techniques are used depending on the side and
targeted ideals. An overview of these are shown on table 1.

Small primes, that is primes in [2, 2I ], are sieved using the small sieve (the
parameter I is the same as the sieving region bound introduced in 3.4). The
small sieve is done in two passes. The first one is approximate, a base L is
first picked in order for all values of logLnormi(a, b) for all pairs (a, b) to fit in
[0, 255]. Logs of norms are then rounded to the nearest integer so they fit in
an 8-bit integer. This approximation is then sieved by primes from the factor
base. Newly found factors are not written next to norms they divide — or their
logarithmic approximation —. Instead, every small prime is reduced through
logL to an 8-bit integer as well. This integer is then subtracted to all norms
they are a factor of. The approximate information gathered on the first pass is
enough to pick survivors. Following this, a second pass, lossless, is done on all
small primes but tiny ones. Primes sieved are registered only as factors if ticking
a survivor. Tiny factors are found after all sieving is done with trial division.

Primes above 2I are sieved using a bucket sieving technique, similar to a
bucket sort, with one pass for medium-sized (below bkthresh1) and two for
larger ones. As opposed to the small sieve, this is lossless.

Factor base range [2, 2I ] [2I , bkthresh1] [bkthresh1, lim]

Sieving algorithm Small sieve 1-level bucket sieve 2-level bucket sieve
Table 1. Repartition of sieving algorithms
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5 Relations Collected During the Factorisation of
RSA-250

During the factorization of RSA-250, 8.4G relations were produced in total and
were kept after the factorization completed. We were kindly provided access to
this dataset, hereafter denoted as “RSA-250 relations”.

The relations are stored in gzipped text files totaling 786GB (1.5TB un-
compressed), in a straightforward format. Analyzing this dataset enables us to
simulate various algorithmic strategies and choose parameters for the proposed
improvement without having to run costly exploratory experiments. This pro-
cess also uncovered minor discrepancies between the actual data and what is
announced on the web page of the record4.

This section describes simple statistics about the relations. As a foreword,
parsing 780GB of compressed text data is an interesting “big-data” engineer-
ing problem. The relations are spread over many gzipped files. While we could
have used off-the-shelf MapReduce-style solutions [11] such as Apache Hadoop
or Apache Spark [21] for this purpose, we found it easier to write a collection
of multi-threaded C programs that parse the relations and accumulate various
statistics. A single file is processed by a single thread — this is imposed by the
sequential nature of access to the content gzipped files. This programs reads
from the network file system at 370MB/s and parses about 3.8M relations per
second using 32 cores. The whole dataset is then processed in about 40 minutes.

The special-q range is split in two: the “small” ones (less than 4G) and the
“large” ones (greater than 4G), with different algorithmic strategies and different
parameters on both ranges. Table 2 shows basic information about the collected
relations.

small large

special-q range [1G; 4G) [4G; 12G)
# relations 3.9G 4.5G
Algorithm for the rational side Sieve Product tree
Avg. Rational norms (bits), stdev 151.8± 2.0 152.6± 2.0
Algebraic norms (bits) 283± 8.6 288± 8.4
mfb1 111 74

Table 2. Basic statistics about the RSA-250 relations.

The relation-collection process is controlled by several parameters described
in section 4. The most important for our purposes are lim (largest sieved prime),
lpb (large prime bound — size of the largest prime allowed in a relation ) and
mfb (size of the largest residue after sieving). These parameters usually have
different values on both sides, and mfb changes over the special-q range. These
values can be found on the web page of the record and are summarized in table 3.

4 https://gitlab.inria.fr/cado-nfs/records/-/tree/master/rsa250
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The choices of lpb and mfb allow for two large primes on the rational side and
three large primes on the algebraic side (this may include the special-q).

Side 0 (rational) 1 (algebraic)

lim 231 231

lpb 36 37
mfb 72 111 (small q) or 74 (large q)

Table 3. Parameters used to collect the RSA-250 relations.

It follows that in a collected relation:

– The rational norm (≈ 152 bits) is 236-smooth, and contains a relatively large
part of size ≈ 152− 72 = 80 bits which is 231-smooth.

– The algebraic norm (≈ 285 bits) is 237-smooth. Over the large special-q
range, it contains a relatively large part of size at least 285− 32− 74 = 179
bits which is 231-smooth.

This is another indication that the norms in the collected relations are not
uniformly random B-smooth integers. It must be noted in addition that in the
“small” special-q range, half of the special-q fall into the range of sieved primes.

5.1 Frequency of Primes

While this is not directly related to our primary objective (improving sieving
strategies), we take the opportunity to discuss an interesting phenomenon about
the collected relations. Earlier works about structured Gaussian elimination ap-
plied to integer factoring (including notably [2,7]), assume that the prime factor
p occur with probability 1/p in the collected relations, as it would in random
integers.

The distribution of primes in the RSA-250 relations can be observed in Fig. 5.
It is clearly visible that p occurs with frequency 1/pα with α < 1. This phe-
nomenon is not surprising; intuitively, smooth numbers should have more small
factors than random integers. This can be quantified as follows. Let Ψ(x, y) de-
note the number of y-smooth integers less than x. Take a y-smooth integers less
than x which is a multiple of p; divide it by p; this yields a y-smooth number less
than x/p (this is in fact a bijection). It follows that the number of such integers
is exactly Ψ(x/p, y).

The probability that a random y-smooth number less than x is divisible
by p is therefore Ψ(x/p, y)/Ψ(x, y). Tenenbaum and Hildebrand have shown in
1986 [12, theorem 3] that Ψ(cx, y)/Ψ(x, y) ≈ cα with c ≤ y and α is the unique
positive solution of ∑

p≤y

log p

pα − 1
= log x.
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Fig. 5. Density of primes in the RSA-250 relations (log-log scale). The vertical dotted
blue line marks the largest sieved prime. The special-q range [1G; 12G) appears in
pink.

It follows that:
Ψ(x/p, y)

Ψ(x, y)
≈ 1

pα
.

Because of the “classical” Mertens-like asymptotic evaluation
∑

p≤x(log p)/(p−
1) = log x − γ + o(1) when x → +∞, the value of α is necessarily less than 1
(γ = 0.56... denotes the Euler-Mascheroni constant).

It is shown in [12] that α = log(1+y/ log x)
log y

(
1 +O

(
log log y
log y

))
. This is quite

consistent with Fig. 5. When y is large compared to log x, this can be simplified
to α ≈ 1− log u/(log y), where u is defined as usual as u := log x/ log y, or even
to α ≈ 1− (log log x)/(log y). See [10] for more details.

Beyond statistics properties of smooth numbers, the particular algorithm
used to collect relations also has visible effects: sieved primes appear more fre-
quently than large primes (slight drop on the right of the dashed vertical blue
line). Special-q’s appear with a frequency boost because lattice sieving favors
relations that contain them. This highlights again that the RSA-250 relations
are not uniformly random smooth numbers.

5.2 Yield per special-q

In this section, we turn our attention to the number of relations found per special-
q. A faster sieving procedure that finds less relations will need to examine more
special-q’s. Our goal here is to provide a quantitative model.

Table 2 shows that the yield is higher for small special-q’s: the average “den-
sity” of relations is 1.3 for small special-q versus 0.56 for large special-q — this
means that over a range [a, b) of small special-q’s, the average number of relations
found is 1.3(b − a). Note that this numbers do not account for duplicate rela-
tions; the proportion of duplicates is expected to be higher for small special-q’s.
In total, 70% of these relations are unique.
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Fig. 6. Density of relations per special-q.

The sieving parameters are different for small and large special-q’s, and this
is sufficient to explains a large drop in yield at the transition between the two
ranges. However, the number of relations found per special-q decreases with
q. Fig. 6 shows this well-known phenomenon more precisely. Two causes may
account for this.

Firstly, because a special-q contains a prime integer, their density is about
1/ log q thanks to the prime number theorem. This means that the density of
primes is about 4.5% at for q = 4G, and it drops to 4.30% at the end of the
special-q range (Q = 12G). Even if the number of relations found per special-q
were strictly constant, the rarefaction of primes would accounts for a 5% drop
in the “density” of relations over the large special-q range.

Secondly, as argued in section 3.4, the algebraic norms are less than ≈ 2208p3

in the sieved zones, however since the special-q can be taken out, we are left
with numbers of size less than ≈ 2208p2. It seems plausible that the number of
relations collected per special-q is correlated with the probability that integers
of this size are 237-smooth.

The proportion of y-smooth integers between x and x+ dx is given by

Ψ(x+ dx, y)− Ψ(x, y)

dx
= ρ(u) +O

(
1

log x

)
where u = (log x)/(log y) and ρ is the Dickman function — see [15] for details.
Let R(q) denote the “density” of relations at this value of q (this is what Fig. 6
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shows). Our initial assumption was that R(q) would be correlated with f(q) =
1/ log(q)·ρ((208+2 log2 q)/37). One standard way of visually asserting the quality
of this model is to plot the “residues” R(q)/f(q). Fig. 7 (left) shows that R(q)
decreases faster than this simple model predicts.

However, tinkering a bit shows that a slightly more general model is sufficient.
Define fα(q) = 1/ log(q) · ρ((208 + α log2 q)/37); then over the small special-q
range, R(q) is about 297M times f2.419245(q) whereas over the large special-q
it is about 255M times f2.53737(q). Fig. 7 (right) shows that the residues are
flat. The values of α given above have been found by dichotomy search with
the objective of minimizing the absolute value of the slope of a linear regression
performed on R(q)/fα(q). This model seems empirically good; however we have
no explanation as to why values of α greater than 2 (and less than 3) provide a
better fit.

1G 2G 3G 4G 5G 6G 7G 8G 9G 10G 11G 12G
0.5

0.6

0.7
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1.0 1e8
small special-q
large special-q
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small special-q
large special-q

Fig. 7. Residues of potential models of the yield per special-q. Left: R(q)/f2(q). Right
R(q)/f2.419245(q) (small) and R(q)/f2.53737(q) (large).

In any case, this yields a good model of the yield per special-q (it is shown in
black in Fig. 6). The multiplicative constants (297M and 255M) accounts for the
sieving area, the fact that pairs where a and b are not coprime are discarded,
the fact that there is a large 231-smooth part, etc. With y = 237 and p in
[109; 101000], we have 7 ≤ u ≤ 8, where u is again log p/ log y. In this range, ρ(u)
can be approximated to good accuracy by a power series. Set x← 2u− 15 and:

107ρ(u) ≈ 1.7178674920− 2.8335703447x+ 2.3000577581x2 − 1.2233613236x3

+ 0.47877283118x4 − 0.14657423350x5 + 0.036375058464x6 + . . .

If one is willing to commit to these estimates, then they can be used to predict
the number of relations that would have been obtained over a larger range of
special-q’s:

#relations = 3.9G+

∫ qmax

4G

f2.53737(q)dq (1)

This can easily be estimated using a generic numerical integration algorithm.
Over the range of small special-q, this model overestimates the number of rela-
tions found by 8%. However, the quality of the fit over the large special-q range
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is amazingly good: (1) predicts the actual number of collected relations when
4G ≤ q ≤ 12G with relative error 0.027%.

This has interesting consequences. For instance, assume that an alternative
relation collection procedure runs faster but produces (say) only 50% of the re-
lations compared to the current one; further assume that this proportion remain
constant for all special-q’s. The above reasoning enables us to venture the fol-
lowing prediction: recovering as many relations will require sieving special-q’s
up to ≈ 34.5G. Taking into account the density of primes, the new procedure
has to sieve about 2.75× more special-q’s. As such, it breaks even if it is at least
2.75× faster than the original. In the same way, a procedure that keeps 85% of
the relations will need to sieve almost 3.3G extra special-q’s, i.e. do ≈ 26% extra
work.

6 Combining Sieving and the Batch Smooth Part
Algorithm on the Same Side

During the factorization of RSA-250, sieving and the batch smooth part algo-
rithm described in section 2 were both used — on different sides. In this section,
we explore the possibility of using both on the same side. To the best of out
knowledge, this has not been tested in practice.

This idea is however not new. In [4], Bernstein suggested the following strat-
egy:

Sieve all primes p up through, say, B; throw away the n’s whose unfac-
tored part is uncomfortably large; then apply some other method to the
n’s that remain.

“Some other method” could reasonably be understood as the batch smooth part
algorithm and presented in the very same article. The suggestion here is to
sieve only small primes. A potential advantage is that it would enable the use
of a smaller sieve area, thus reducing memory consumption, and/or improving
memory locality.

An other option would be to skip small primes entirely. Again this is not a
new idea; it seems that it was already part of the folklore in 1993:

Furthermore, one often does not sieve with the small primes below a
certain small prime bound [...] [16]

Indeed, small primes have more “hits” and require more time than large ones.
Prime ideals below 2I — small sieved ones — are of particular interest to

speed up the sieving process. Indeed, our intuition is that comparatively more
time is spent on small primes to retrieve fewer factor bits than sieving larger
primes. In addition, finding the remaining small factors after sieving larger ones
would be efficient as their size would be small. That is to say, sieving is more
efficient on large primes while batch factoring is on small ones as it benefits from
a smaller factor base.
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To discuss these two ideas, we split sieved primes (below limi) in two subsets:
extra-small primes that are below a certain bound 2B and medium primes that
are above.

1. Sieve using either extra-small or medium primes on both sides
2. Keep only promising pairs (= survivors) that have small cofactors enough
3. Use the Batch smooth part algorithm on survivors to find extra-small

factors on side 1
4. Filter survivors once more on side 1 (discard those with cofactor size greater

than mfb1 bits)
5. Use the Batch smooth part algorithm again on survivors to find extra-

small factors on side 0
6. Filter survivors again on side 0 (discard those with cofactor size greater than

mfb0 bits)
7. Send survivors to the cofactoring step

We introduce new parameters for intermediate bounds, mfbb0 and mfbb1.
After sieving one of the subsets of primes on both sides, a pair (a, b) is considered
a survivor in step 2 if the cofactor on side i has less than mfbbi bits.

6.1 Sieving Only Extra-Small Primes

In this section, we try to evaluate the idea of sieving only extra-small primes.
This enables the use of a smaller sieve area, which may have some benefits.

We now show that using a “large-ish” sieve region of size A = 233 as was
done in the factorization of RSA-250 is indeed not a good strategy. Sieving
primes up to 231 with sieve area 233 requires 213 seconds using a single-thread.
Extracting the 231-smooth part of a single batch of size ≈ 1.5Gbit requires 270s.
This makes about 15M cofactors of size, say, 100 bits. Therefore, rejecting pairs
with “uncomfortably large” cofactors should only allow a fraction 0.1746% of
all pairs to survive, otherwise applying the batch smooth part algorithm will be
slower than sieving altogether. Note that this is a very conservative stance: even
a lower proportion could make the combination of sieving + batch smoothness
detection slower than just sieving.

For each value of the bound B that delimits the extra-small primes from
the medium ones, we exhaustively try all pairs of thresholds mfbb0 and mfbb1.
For each combination of (B, mfbb0, mfbb1), we estimate the proportion of pairs
that would survive until after step 2 of the procedure above and enter the batch
smooth part algorithm (this is done using our collection of “random” pairs from
section 3.4). If this proportion is larger than the threshold given above, we reject
the set of parameters. Among all valid parameters set, we find the one that
preserves the maximum number of relations found during the factorization of
RSA-250 (this is estimated thanks to the RSA-250 dataset). The result is shown
in Table 4.

From there, we are tempted to conclude that the procedure will not be prac-
tical. Unless 2B gets quite close to the actual limit of 231, the test in step 2 is
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B mfbb0 mfbb1 % surviving rel. % surviving pairs

8 123 266 0.5 0.17
9 121 258 0.8 0.17
10 119 253 1.1 0.17
11 115 255 1.6 0.17
12 113 250 2.2 0.17
13 114 239 2.9 0.17
14 112 236 4.0 0.17
15 113 228 5.2 0.17
16 115 220 6.9 0.17
17 118 212 9.2 0.17
18 117 209 12.3 0.17
19 115 207 15.8 0.17
20 113 205 19.1 0.17
21 99 216 25.9 0.17
22 96 215 33.5 0.17
23 96 210 39.8 0.17
24 100 201 48.5 0.17
25 101 195 61.8 0.17
26 99 193 72.3 0.17
27 99 189 76.7 0.17
28 123 168 82.5 0.17
29 103 177 92.6 0.17
30 103 172 98.4 0.17
31 99 155 100.0 0.11

Table 4. “Optimal” parameters for sieving only extra-small primes with a sieve area
of 233. The fourth column shows the proportion of RSA-250 relations that would survive
the process. The fifth column shows the proportion of pairs that survive step 2.
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not precise enough to simultaneously keep the actual relations and discard suf-
ficiently many unpromising (a, b) pairs. Therefore, restricting sieving to a small
set of extra-small primes seems bound to discard a significant fraction of poten-
tial relations. In turn, as discussed in section 5.2, it seems difficult to be able to
break even with pure sieving.

This does not mean that the overall strategy is doomed. In particular, the
above reasoning does not rule out the possibility that it could be competitive
when used with a smaller sieve area. Here, the argument was that if the sieve
area is large, then the proportion of pairs that survive the test must be small
otherwise their number will overwhelm the batch smoothness detection algo-
rithm. Reducing the sieve area will reduce the number of surviving pairs, and
may alleviate this problem.

However, we believe that we have shown that this specific strategy requires
very different parameters than those used in the factorization of RSA-250. This,
in turn, is not surprising.

6.2 The Other Way Around: Do Not Sieve Extra-Small Primes

We now turn our attention to the opposite strategy: sieving only the medium
primes, on both sides. Extra-small ones are found in a second step using the
batch smooth part algorithm. The intuition is that step 1 is the most efficient
part of sieving. It gives us a lot of information to decide if a pair is in a good
position to be a relation while being very fast. It allows us to remove a good
amount of pairs in step 2 before finding small factors, using the batch smooth
part algorithm, in steps 3 and 5.

This is bound to be less precise compared to “pure” sieving as it starts
filtering pairs earlier, after fewer prime factors have been treated. Ideally, this
loss of precision would not lead to too many bad survivors (false positives) nor
lost relations (false negatives). The challenge is to find parameters that would
make the alternative faster while limiting the loss of relations found by the
original implementation of Cado-NFS.

We essentially had a dual approach: we imposed a proportion of RSA-250
relations that must survive the whole procedure. For each value of the bound
B that delimits extra-small primes (not sieved) and medium primes, we ex-
haustively try all pairs of thresholds mfbb0 and mfbb1. For each combination
of (B, mfbb0, mfbb1), we estimate the fraction of RSA-250 relations that would
be found. If this proportion is too low, we discard the parameters. Note that
if (mfbb0, mfbb1) is valid, then so does (mfbb0 + u, mfbb1 + v). Among all valid
parameter sets, we single out the ones that minimize the proportion of surviving
pairs at the end of step 2. The results can be seen in Fig. 8.

In light of the discussion in section 5.2, we focus on high proportions of
preserved RSA-250 relations. In addition, one particularly relevant choice of B
is B = 17, as it means that the “small sieve” can be completely disabled (only
bucket sieving remains). Reasonable parameters set are shown in table 5.
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Fig. 8. Possible choices of mfbb0 and mfbb1 that preserve the given fraction of RSA-
250 relations. Sieving all primes between 2i and 231 with i = 10 (red), i = 12 (green),
i = 14 (orange), i = 17 (black), i = 20 (cyan) and i = 24 (olive). The big dot shows
the values that minimize the proportion of pairs that survive step 2.
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mfbb0 mfbb1 % surviving rel. log10 proportion surviving pairs

93 135 50.3 -6.165
115 146 75.1 -5.063
116 158 85.0 -4.556
117 167 90.0 -4.233
125 178 95.0 -3.568
136 192 99.0 -2.788

Table 5. Reasonable parameters for sieving only primes between 2B = 217 and limi =
231 with a sieve area of 233. The third column shows the proportion of RSA-250 relations
that would survive the process. The fourth column shows the proportion of pairs that
survive step 2 (the column shows x, the actual proportion is 10x).

7 Experiments and Practical Results

We implemented the strategy discussed in section 6.2 inside Cado-NFS. This has
been a non-trivial programming effort, as this required modifying a complex
program made of 29K lines of C++ code spread over nearly 50 files.

The modifications we performed can be summarized as follows:

– We altered the piece of code that holds the factor base for sieving to remove
primes less than 2B , where B is a new command-line parameter. We also
inserted there a precomputation of the product of extra-small prime factors.

– The sieve area is divided into “sieve regions” of size about 64KB. We altered
the piece of code that fully processes a sieve region. The original searches
“survivors” (cofactor of less than mfbi bits) after sieving and launches an
asynchronous cofactorization task for each surviving pair. We inserted a
modified survivor detection procedure using the new mfbbi parameters; the
extra-small primes factors of survivors are recovered by the batch smooth
part algorithm; then pairs are fed back to the preexisting mechanism.

Our implementation is not extraordinarily well optimised. In particular, be-
cause we operate inside a single sieve region, we may or may not not have enough
survivors to completely fill one batch. Regardless of its performance, the sheer
availability of our implementation enabled us to empirically validate the results
of the simulations presented in Fig. 8 and in Table 5.

Actual performance results are shown in Fig. 9 and 10. With B = 17 (i.e.
disabling the small sieve entirely), our code manages to get faster than the
original Cado-NFS implementation, while targeting 85% or 90% of the RSA-250
relations. figures strongly suggest that B = 17 is the optimal choice.

Tables 6 and 7 show the result of slightly longer experiments. We processed
several special-q near the beginning and the two-thirds of the whole range. The
“local speedup” is the ratio between the speed-up and the proportion of relations
found (it is equal to one if the performance of the new code is strictly proportional
to the original).
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Fig. 9. Results of processing a large special-q with different bounds with optimal
parameters targeting 85% of the RSA-250 relations
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Fig. 10. Results of processing a large special-q with different bounds with optimal
parameters targeting 90% of the RSA-250 relations
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The observed speed-up may seem modest; we nevertheless consider it a sig-
nificant achievement in view of the fact that Cado-NFS is a complex, highly
optimized piece of code that holds the current computational records.

B mfbb0 mfbb1 # relations found × original Time (s) × original local speed-up

Original Cado-NFS 390 - 8619 - -

17 89 137 232 0.59 6589 0.76 0.78

17 108 143 328 0.84 6691 0.78 1.08

17 111 147 347 0.89 6940 0.81 1.10

17 114 152 361 0.93 7292 0.85 1.09

17 116 158 367 0.94 7450 0.86 1.09

17 117 167 371 0.95 8088 0.94 1.01

Table 6. Results when processing 34 special-q’s in the range [8204724066, 8204725068].

B mfbb0 mfbb1 # relations found × original Time (s) × original local speed-up

Original Cado-NFS 674 - 6942 - -

17 114 152 519 0.77 5242 0.76 1.02

17 116 158 561 0.83 5442 0.78 1.06

17 117 167 606 0.90 5684 0.82 1.10

17 125 178 646 0.96 7558 1.01 0.88

17 148 191 667 0.99 20077 2.89 0.34

Table 7. Results when processing 25 special-q’s in the range [2500000000, 2500000500].

Tables 6 and 7 hints at the possibility of collecting 90% of the relations
found by the “original” Cado-NFS, in roughly 82% of the time. Assume that
this is feasible over the whole special-qrange. According to the estimate given in
section 5.2, such a procedure has to sieve 16% more special-qthan the original.
Under these assumptions, the new relation collection procedure would yield a
5% speedup over the original Cado-NFS.

8 Conclusion

This work introduces an alternative sieving method in Cado-NFS and shows it can
be more efficient than what was used to factor the current RSA-250 record. We
achieve acceleration factors of up to 1.1 on sampled sieved regions. These results
come however at a cost : the loss of precision at the heart of our proposition leads
to finding fewer relations for the same amount of explored regions. As sieving
gets less efficient for larger special-q’s, compensating lost relations gets costlier.
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Further experiments are needed in order to find better parameters, focusing not
only on the local speed-up but also on the proportion of found relations and the
added work they imply.

The way we integrated Bernstein’s batch factoring algorithm within Cado-
NFS sieving might not be optimal. Batch factoring happens twice for each sieved
region, once on each side. It is more efficient to fill one batch. In our implemen-
tation, this is however usually not the case on the first side (algebraic) and far
from it on the second side (rational) as most norms are discarded between both
steps. Dissociating batch factoring from sieved regions might then lead to further
acceleration.

We showed experiments on the bound B separating sieved primes and those
in batch factoring. We have yet to try experimenting different bounds for each
side (B0 and B1) although it appears disabling entirely the small sieve for both
sides, as we did, is the straightforward approach.

Finally, data collected during RSA-250 allowed us to draw early conclusions
to pick optimal parameters such as mfbb0 and mfbb1 for each targeted propor-
tion of relations. This brings us closer to an answer to the question “would the
RSA-250 record have been beaten quicker using our alternative?”. Exploring
parameters for yet-to-be factored sized numbers would bring an answer to the
more interesting one “will the next RSA record be faster with it?”.
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